
Fall 2021 Member Survey



Survey Methodology
The fall 2021 Adelphi Pool member survey was conducted online from October 28th through November 12th. 

The household received multiple invitations to take the survey, which were sent to the primary email account 

for each household. Only one response per household was accepted.

332 households responded to the survey for a response rate of 61 percent. 

Comparisons were made between characteristics of those who responded to the survey and those who did not 

(using membership data). Response rates did not vary significantly by:

● Respondent age or gender

● Household size

● Whether the household has children in various age groups

This deck includes quantitative results for all questions asked on the survey, and qualitative results on 

renovation priorities, unless otherwise noted due to a small response size that would compromise the 

anonymity of respondents. 



Demographics - percent membership by geography
Membership Distribution Respondent Distribution Open-end item respondent 

Distribution

Adelphi, MD 3.46 2.71 0.8

College Park, MD 9.47 11.45 11.2

Hyattsville, MD 25.5 24.7 21.6

Other, MD 4.92 4.82 6.4

Riverdale, MD 2.37 3.01 3.2

Silver Spring, MD 3.28 3.01 1.6

Takoma Park, MD 7.83 4.82 4.8

University Park, MD 20.58 25.6 29.6

Washington, DC 22.59 19.88 20.8



Demographics - percent age and gender of billing member
Membership Distribution Respondent Distribution Open-end item respondent 

Distribution

Female 73.57 76.15 72.13

Male 26.06 23.55 27.05

Other 0.37 0.31 0.82

  
  

Membership Distribution Respondent Distribution Open-end item respondent 
Distribution

Less than 35 7.3 6.02 9.6

35-45 56.2 54.82 41.6

45-60 29.38 31.02 40.8

60+ 7.12 8.13 8



Demographics - percent membership by household structure
Membership Distribution Respondent Distribution Open-end item respondent 

Distribution

2+ adult members, no kids 9.65 9.34 8.8

HH with elementary 

children only

23.13 25 28.8

HH with multiple age 

kids/incl. under age 5

23.5 21.69 17.6

HH with multiple age 

kids/none under age 5

13.3 15.96 16

HH with older children only 11.66 9.04 11.2

HH with young children only 14.39 14.16 12.8

Single adult member 4.37 4.82 4.8



Renovation Priorities



Use and prioritization of pool features

Members could select multiple responses and, on average, selected 5 uses of the pool. The most frequently 

used features of the pool:

● 87 percent of pool households swim in the shallow end

● 72 percent swim in the deep end

● 72 percent use the diving board

● 69 percent have adults who swim laps

● 62 percent use the slide

How does your household use or intend to use the main pool (not including the grounds or the baby 
pool)?

Of those activities your household considers important, please indicate below which is your 1st, 2nd, 
and 3rd most important for your household’s enjoyment of the pool.

Highest ranked* features of the pool:

● 31 percent, open swim in the shallow end

● 17 percent, open swim in the deep end

● 17 percent, going off the diving boards

● 16 percent, adult lap swimming

* NOTE: This was calculated by summing the percentage marking the item 1st (multiplied by 3) + the percentage ranking it 2nd 

(multiplied by 2) + the percentage ranking it 3rd, rescaled to 100%





Renovation Priorities

● The three top renovation priorities for pool members when combining the 

percent describing each as somewhat or very important are:

○ Shade sail near the baby pool (51 percent)

○ Space for adult lap swim (50 percent)

○ More room for slides and other features (49 percent)

● The renovation priorities with the most intense support, as measured by the 

percent describing each as very important are:

○ Shade sail near the baby pool (25 percent)

○ Space for adult lap swim (19 percent)

○ More shallow play space (16 percent)

○ More space for team practice (16 percent)

How important are the following renovations or additions to your household’s enjoyment of the pool?





Renovation Priorities Among Lap Swimmers

● In order of importance, the renovation priorities for households with lap 

swimmers when combining the percent describing each as somewhat or very 

important are:

○ Dedicated lap lanes (74 percent)

○ 25 meter length (57 percent)

○ Evening lap swim (53 percent)

○ Morning lap swim (49 percent)

○ 50 meter length (44 percent)

● The renovation priorities with the most intense support, as measured by the 

percent describing each as very important are:

○ Dedicated lap lanes (40 percent)

○ 25 meter length (28 percent)

How important are each of the following to your household with regard to lap swimming? Please note our 
existing pool is 50 meters x 50 feet. We do not currently have a 25 meter length.





Additional Renovation Themes from Open-ended Question

128 respondents provided comments. Many of these reiterated priorities captured in the quantitative responses, 

but several additional themes emerged:

● Many members prioritize the pool grounds and deck space as much as the do the pool itself. They 

expressed a preference for increasing seating options and ensuring there are comfortable places for people 

to gather to eat, socialize, and play when out of the water (but many still want to stay close or in sight of 

the water). 

● Members are looking for shade in many spaces around the pool grounds and particularly on the main 

pool deck. 

● Members expressed an interest in other ways to enter the main pool, such as beach/graduated entry, wide 

stairs, or a wading ledge within the pool. These preferences were often mentioned with comments about 

accessibility for older swimmers, those with disabilities/mobility issues, and families with kids. 

In addition to these emergent themes, the following slides provide a description of all open-ended responses, 

grouped by topic. Some comments contained information about multiple topics so the sum of the frequencies is 

more than 128.

As we work on a design for a pool of the future, are there other things you would like the board to 
consider? If so, please describe it here.



Renovation Open-ended Comments
Renovation comment code Frequency Description of themes within comment code

More shade 24
Homogeneous responses emphasize the need for more shaded areas, particularly around the main pool, with nearly all comments 
asking for more umbrellas, shade sails, or permanent shade structures

Other, non-renovation 
related 23

Very heterogeneous responses on topics unrelated to renovation such as cleanliness, pool hours, general appreciation for the pool, 
trees, desire for food trucks, music, or other entertainment. No trends or patterns in the responses.

graduated entry/stairs into 
pool 19

Dominant themes are requests for beach-style entry to the pool or wide stairs or wading ledges as alternative means of entry. 
Many of these comments reference the need for accessibility for older swimmers, those with mobility limits, or families with 
children.

grounds 
features/improvements 19

Heterogeneous responses requesting new features on the grounds - such as tennis, basketball, or playground equipment - and 
general appreciation for the pool grounds.

lap swim length/hours 14

Comments repeat the preferences captured in quantitative responses to survey questions on lap lane length and lap swim hours. A 
few people commented on the need to keep swim classes out of the lap lanes or create a buffer between the lap lanes and the 
splashing and playing in the deep end.

slide 12
Mixed responses with some asking for the old slide to remain, some asking for it to be replaced with a new and safe slide, and 
some believing that the slide should be removed or relocated to maximize swimming space

deck/seating improvements 11 Comments requested more seating on the pool deck and a few requests for improved quality/smoothness of deck surface

Design for swim team 10
A few comments reflect general appreciation for the swim team, several comments request that the design allow the swim team 
to have space to practice while others are using the pool, and a few list very specific design priorities for the swim team

kiddie pool features/splash 
pad 9

Few requests for a splash pad, few requests for fountain or other play feature in the baby pool, few requests for shallow area at 3ft 
or less for kids in the main pool, some general requests to prioritize the shade and play needs of young children in renovations



Renovation comment code Frequency Description of themes within comment code

Safety features 7
References to different safety features such as safer slide, drain safety, roped-off areas for children, or video 
monitoring

keep it simple 7 Requests that the pool re-design remain simple without adding too many waterfalls or other permanent features

diving boards 6
A few requests for high diving boards, general appreciation for diving boards, desire to be able to swim in the deep 
end while people are diving

hot tub/heated pool 4 Few requests for a heated pool or hot tub

keep cost down for members 4 Hope that the pool costs will not increase due to renovations

larger shallow end 3 Increase space for play and swimming in the shallow end

energy efficiency/solar 3 Add solar panels, increase energy efficiency

space for swim lessons 3 Create dedicated space for swim lessons

disability access 3 prioritize disability access to grounds and pool

parking lot improvements 2 Fix parking lot and improve layout

deep end 2 prioritize deep end swimming space



Replace Volleyball with Seating

How often do you use the 

volleyball net?

Always 2%

Often 8%

Sometimes 19%

Rarely 24%

Never 47%

Note: question asked of those who reported household members using the net. In the chart, yes 

responses are combined with the proportion of household who do not use the net. 



Swim Lessons



Swim Lesson Demand
During the summer of 2021, was anyone in your household interested in taking swim lessons at Adelphi Pool?

Forty-one percent of pool household report having a member who was interested in 

taking swim lessons in 2021.

● 26 percent enrolled in lessons with We Aquatics

● 15 percent took lessons with an Adelphi Pool Lifeguard

● 4 percent took lessons with an Adelphi Coach

● 18 percent tried to enroll in lessons, but couldn’t schedule them

● 43 percent did not try to enroll in lessons at Adelphi Pool

Thinking ahead to next summer, do you anticipate that anyone in your household will be interested in taking swim 

lessons at Adelphi Pool?

Forty-three percent of households have a member who is interested in lessons at 

Adelphi Pool next summer, with another 16 percent that are unsure yet if someone will 

want lessons.



2021 Swim Lesson Satisfaction
For each topic below, please indicate how satisfied or unsatisfied you felt about your experience with swim lessons from 

[We Aquatics/Adelphi Pool lifeguard/Adelphi Pool swim coach].

● Thirty-three households reported a member taking classes with We Aquatics, 19 took 

classes with a lifeguard, and 5 took classes with a swim coach

○ Satisfaction scores are only reported for We Aquatics and lifeguard classes

● A large majority of those who took classes report high levels of satisfaction in the quality 

of instruction for We Aquatics and lifeguard classes

● Lifeguard classes received higher ratings for cost and communication than We Aquatics, 

and slightly higher ratings for the availability of class times

○ Note that We Aquatics was limited in the days/times when they could offer lessons, lifeguards were not

● 42 percent of those who took classes with We Aquatics were very satisfied with the 

registration process

● 32 percent of those who took classes with lifeguards were very satisfied with the process 

of finding an instructor

○ The process of signing up for classes was qualitatively different for We Aquatics - which had a registration website and 

took care of securing instructors - than for lifeguard classes - where the member had to reach out directly to a lifeguard







Reasons for not Enrolling in 2021
Indicate which of the following prevented you from scheduling a swim lesson at Adelphi Pool.

● 75 households that reported a member wanted to take swim lessons at Adelphi 

Pool, but either did not try to register or tried but could not secure a lesson, 

provided information about why they did not enroll in lessons

● By far, the most common reasons given were: 

○ Did not know who to contact (35 percent)

○ Available times did not fit my schedule (29 percent)

○ Prices for We Aquatics classes were too high (16 percent)



Note: asked of household who reported wanting swim lessons but not scheduling them



Parking



Parking Experiences ● 58 percent of members drive a mid-size vehicle (sedan, 

SUV)

● 25 percent drive a large vehicle (van, truck, large SUV)

● 17 percent drive a small vehicle (compact, small sedan) 



Parking Lot Renovation Priorities
How important are each of the following for you with regard to parking at Adelphi Pool?

● The three top renovation priorities for pool members when combining the percent 

describing each as somewhat or very important are:

○ Sufficient parking spaces (97 percent)

○ Well-marked parking spaces (87 percent)

○ Well-marked lane direction arrows (73 percent)

● These were also the three renovation priorities with the most intense support, as 

measured by the percent describing each as very important 

● More than 50 percent of members also said it was very or somewhat important to 

have a smooth parking surface (59 percent) and retain as much grass as possible in 

front of the pool house (56 percent)




